
  
 
Go Nomad!  (This is not a cheer for your local sports team)  March 2016 
Go Nomad is the theme for the 2017 Asia/Pacific Region (APR) 
Jamboree being hosted by the Mongolian Scout Association in 
late July, early August 2017.  Nomads wander and roam the 
countryside and this is still the habit for about one half of the 
population of Mongolia.  They move around carrying their yurts 
much like American Indians used to move their teepees, except 
now they use 4x4s rather than horses.  
Mongolia is about one quarter the size of the USA but we have 
100 times the population so that going around in Mongolia it 
seems very large and empty.  About one half of their three million population live in the capital city of 
Ulaan Baatar (there are many acceptable spellings of this name in English).  
The Jamboree is going to be held just outside the city limits of the capital 
city in the national children's center, a facility built by the Soviets in the 
late 1970s.  The theme of Jamboree will celebrate Mongolian culture 
which includes horse riding, camel riding, archery and other cultural 
activities and exchanges including a visit to the dinosaur museum.  Did 
you know that more dinosaur remains have been found in Mongolia than 
anywhere else?  
It is expected that about 10,000 Scouts from APR Scouting organizations 
and other countries will be in attendance.  
The weather in Mongolia has two extremes, very hot and very cold.  July 
and August is the hot part and temperatures are usually in the high 90s 
and dry.  
Although the Jamboree is short in duration, the BSA contingent will be gone roughly three 
weeks.  Here's the plan:  We will travel in a group, probably leaving from Salt Lake City to Beijing, 
China.  A three day stop in Beijing to visit the Forbidden City, the Great Wall and other sites then board 
the train for an exciting overnight ride to Ulaan Baatar.  Arrive in Mongolia and move directly to the 
Jamboree site.  
Since Mongolia is so spread out the post Jamboree stay is planned for five days.  This will offer the 
opportunity for home stay, sight-seeing in Ulaan Baatar (UB) (even the Mongolians shorten it) and side 
trips to various points of interest around the country.  There will be an opportunity to develop a menu of 
options for visiting coming in future updates.  



 
One must see is the giant (80 meter high) statue of Genghis Khan built on 
the site where he got his vision to conquer the world.  
UB is a modern city in the midst of rapid growth.  A special Scouting 
connection is that the lead architect for the design team on both the new 
international airport and the largest building in the country is a Scout and 
served as an International Camp Staff member in Camp Daniel Boone, NC 
in 2009.  
After the Jamboree and visiting afterwards, we will fly directly from UB 
back through Beijing to Salt Lake City and then to your home towns.  This 
travel will require both a valid US passport with at least six months 
remaining before the expiration date and a Chinese visa.  Mongolia does not 
require a visa for short stays.  

Head of contingent for this trip is Pete Armstrong, (828) 654-9920, peteberet@aol.com.  This event is a 
Daniel Boone Council event not a BSA national event.  Please contact Pete if you are interested in this 
great opportunity for a price that is hard to beat.  
Since this is the bottom line I will tell you what I believe will be the bottom line, $3,000 all 
inclusive.  Unfortunately this is an estimate because it is still too early to make the travel plans.  
 


